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Ta all whom, it may concern. 
Be it known that I, FREDERICK SEDGWICE, 

a citizer of the United States, rigg at Chicago, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented certain new and useful inprovernents in Cipher Type 
Writers, of which the following is a descrip 
ion, reference being had to the accompany ig drawings, forming a past of this Speci 
fication, in rhich corresponding nitriiers 
of reference in the differen, figures indi eafe like parts. 

viy invention has for its object to provide sain improvements lipon ny United 
tes letter's Patent, for cipher typewriter 

dated February 3, 1914, No. 1.085,636, which involved among its prominent, and essential 

certain characters, a type form and mecha 
nism in operative connection with change 
able controlling elements adapted to auto 
matically change the relation of the print 
ing characters with respect to the keys so 
that, upon actuating a given key different 
characters would be printed thereby in such 
predetermined order as to produce number 
less changing ciphers each different from 
the others, but adapted to be automatically 
deciphered by means of the same or a like 
inachine pain the sh:bstitution of a comple 
mentary controlling element of like char 
acter to hai: used for enciphering bia: 
&éapted to act; in reve:se order from an ini 
iai or key position on which the encipher 
ing controller may be set. The controlling 
device in the patent referred to consisted of 
a pair of revoluble disks alternatively usable 
for enciphering and deciphering, each disk having spaced operating or inoperating por. 
tions or apertures therein adapted to con 
irol or effect an automatic change of the 
relation of the characters with respect to 
the operating keys, said disks each having 
two or more series of apertures, recesses or 

; depressions, the series being arranged in 
different radii, one series being adapted to 

, () 

13. is, 

automatically effect a shifting of the char 
acters with respect. to the keys in one direc 
tion and the other series being adapted to 
automatically effect such shifting of the 
characters in the opposite direction. the cor 
responding series of apertures, recesses or 
depressions of the alternative or coöperat 
ing disks being arranged in reverse orders. 
While machines having such controlling 

tires a keyboard having keys denoting 

elements are adapted for use wherever a 
secret cipher is desirable, they are especially 
intended for governmental use and the ob 
jection has been made that whereas, a given 
controlling element, is capable of a large 
number of permutations with respect to 
the relative initial position of the disk when 
placed in the machine, yet the apertures of 
all disks for a given purpose, viz.: for en 
giphering or deciphering, as the case Ray be, 
being the same for diffee & machics, it 
would follow that one party having such a 
Inachine, would possess exact, data for cal culating the possible permatations of the 
disks and a competent mather ratician 
might, with Such data, be able to trans 
late a cipher made by any like machine. 
The object of my invenition is a over 

come this objection by so constructing the 
disks that the possible permutations which 
inay be effected thereby may be greaty in 
eleased and changed at will by the owner 
of any machine and that in such a manner 
that the possessor of another machine with 
like disks can thereby have no clue to the 
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8. 
combination which may be used by another, . 
all of which is hereinafter more particu. arly described and definitely pointed out in the ciairns. 

in the drawings 
Figure , is a vertical section of a portion. of the main supporting plate showing a con 

irolling disk journaled upon a stud, a Ge 
neva stop gear nechanism for actuating the 
Sane and a portion of a driving shaft, 

Fig. 2, is a plan of the top-plate which is 
connected with the controlling disk, 

Fig. 3, is a plan of a controlling disk, 
iFig. 4, is a plan of the driven Geneva S$op gear nember, 

g. 5, is an irregular section taken upon 
the line 5, Fig. 3, viewed in the direction 
{}f the arrow there shown, and 

Fig. 6, is a greatly enlarged perspective 
view of one of the disk plugs for varying the permutations. 

Referring to the drawings, 1 indicates a 
top plate or “head' designated by 35 
in my patent I'eferred to, which head is in 
turn mounted upon a plate 2 of larger area adapted to serve as a support for a type 
Wheel to be driyen by a gear mounted upon 
the driving shaft 3, said gear and type wheel 

h other associate parts being well known, neither is herein shown. 
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17 is attached to the dial ii and extended 

Rigidly mounted upon the driving shaft 
3, is a one toothed pinion 4, of a Geneva, sto; 
gear mechanism which is adagied to engage 
and drive a gear-member 5, better showe) i? 
Fig. 4, of well known constraction, except, 
that it is annular in form and adapted to fit 
loosely within an annular recess 6, forged 
in the head-plate . The depth of said re 
cess is such as to cause the upper face of 
the gear member 5 to be flush with that (3 
the part it. The usual notches, and stop or locking portions 8 for engaging the pin. 
ion 4 are formed upon the periphery of said 
gear. A controlling disk 9, Figs., 3 and 
5, having a diameter corresponding 'Sub 
stantially to that of the gear member 5, is 
placed directly over said member and iotar 
nailed upon a stud i0, secured to the head i. 
A dial or cap-plate 1i, Figs. 1 and 2, cor 
responding substantially in diameter to the 
disk, is also journaled upon said stud, said 
dial having a knob 12, detachably connected 
therewith by means of a pin 13 to enable 
it to be rotated. A swinging latch 14, of 
known form serves to secure the parts in place. The Geneva gear member 5, is pro 
vided with a series of bores 15, which are 
concentric with its axis and equidistant from 
each other; there being one bore for each 
one of the peripheral stop-curves 8. A. pia 
downwardly through a bore 18, formed in 

, the disk 9 and thenee into one of the bores 
5 of said gear. 
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; will thus be seen thai, 
the disk 9 is caused to bear a fixed relation 
to the tial 11, while the relation betweet. 
the dial and disk and the gear Fray be 
varied at will by placing the pin it in any 
one of the bores 15. The dial ii., is pro 
vided with a series of indicating charac 
ters 19, upon the rnargin of its upper face, 
corresponding in number and adapted to , 
register with the bores 15, . A stationary in 
dicator 20, is formed upon the head is to 
serve as a zero or starting point by which 
to set the dial to an initial cipher position, 
said indicator being so placed that one of 
the bores 15 of the gear may always said 
opposite thereto. This method of setting 
the dial for the purpose of providing a key 
for deciphering purposes does not differ in 
principle from that described in my prior 
pate it. 
The disk 9 is provided with two series of 

bores 2i and 22, respectively, Fig. 2, 3,5- 
ranged in concentric circies and upon diffe 
entradii, the bores of each series being equi 
distant from each other and arranged to 
bear a fixed relation to the characters 9 
upon the dial. The several bores of the two series are 
alike in diameter and each is adapted to re 
ceive a removable pig generally desigratei 
by 23, one of which is shown in detai ita 
Fig. 6. Each plug is provided with a pe 

2,288,733 
ripheral flarge 24 which is adapted to entér 
a receSS 24 in the upper margin of the bore. 
A portion 25 is adapted to extend above the 
disk to enable the plug to be grasped by 
the operator for the purpose of renovai or 
insertion, as well as to contact with the 
under Surface of the dial plate so that the 
plug may be held firmly in the bore wie. . 
in contact with a shif-pin as hereinafter 
se; forth. When any plug is in position in 
2, bore, its lower end should be flush with 
the bottom or operating surface of the disk, 
Sihift pins 26 and 27. Figs. and 5, are 
loosely fitted in suitable bores for:yed in 
the parts i and 2, Said pins being provided 
with washers 28 and 29 respectively, located 
in recesses 30 and 31 formed in the past, i. Springs interposed ietween said washers 
and the giate 2, tend to push said pins up wardly into the bores 2i and 22. The pins 
are so formed that when the upper end is 
flash Arith the inder striace of the disi. 
the tower end of the pin is caused $o extend 
downwardly beloy the plaie 2, as is shot a 
by reference to the pin 37. Each of said 
pins is beveled upon one face as shown at 
32, in order to enable it to pass put of any 
given bore when the disk 9 is rotated. ;- 
as much as the piis are beveled ripon one i 

side only, it is essentiai that they should be 
prevented from rotating in order to be of. 
erative. This may readily be accomplished 
by providing vertical grooves 33, 34 is the 
recesses 30 and 31 and forming a tooth 
35 upon each of said washers to eiter said 
grooves. 

Aside from the beveied S of said pins 
and the means for preventing their rot 
they do not differ in constriction, posi 
or mode of operation from those described 
in my former patent for engaging with the 
disk therein shown for operating the star 
wheel mechanism therein described for 
ahanging the relation between the type form aid the key-board to be changed at prede. 
termined intervals for the plicating the cipher. 

it is obvious that if plugs were to be 

purpose of com 

placed in all of the bores of one of the cir. 
cular Series, the shift-pin for that series 
would ride past, them and be depressed at all 
titles, thereby causing the type charging 
rechaisin to be shifted regaiarly in a give 
direction with each character; or, if a part, 
of the plags were placed in one series of 
boxes &nd a part in the other, the mechanisia. 
would he shifted in one or another direc 
tion according to the relative position of 
said pitags, care being taken to so place the 
plugs as to cause the depression of hut, one 
shift- at a finae. From what its beer. 
stated, it follows that the timber of pos 
sibie variations or peratitations of a cigher 
would only be limited by the nuggber of 
bores and plugs used, it being uaderstood 

pin. 
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that the piugs used in the tieciphering disk 
should always be placed in the reverse order 
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from that used in the enciphering disk. 
Having thus described my invention, i. 

claim: 
1. A movable controlling element for 

cipher writing machines for actuating a 
shifting mechanism to change the relation. 
between type actuating keys and the char 
acters upon a type form, said element hav 
ing operating and inoperating portions and 
means operable for arbitrarily changing the 
relation between said portions to vary the permutations, 

2. A controller disk for cipher writing 
machines, provided upon its face with op. 

3. 7.5 : 

on its face a plurality of series of inop 
erating portions, said portions in the respec 
tive series being arranged in different radii, 
and means operable for providing operating 
portions in each series. 

erating and inoperating portions and means 
operable for changing the relation between 
said portions to vary the permutations. 

3. A controller for the purpose set forth 
comprising, in combination, a disk having 
on its face inoperative portions in spaced re 
lation to each other, and means operable for 
arbitrarily rendering any of said portions 
operative. 

4. A controller of the character described, 
comprising, in combination, a disk having 
on its face operating portions arranged in 
different series, inoperating portions dis 
posed between the operating portions of 
each series and means operable for arbi 
trarily changing the relation between said 
operating and inoperating portions. 

5. A controller of the character described, 
comprising, in combination, a disk having 
on its face a plurality of series of inoperat 
ing portions and means operable for provid 
ing operating portions in either series. 

6. A controller of the character described, 
comprising, in combination, a disk having 

7. A controller of the character described, 
comprising, in combination, alternative in 
terchangeable disks, each provided with a 
Series of operating portions and inoperating 
portions arranged therebetween, and means 
operable for changing the relative position 
of said portions in each disk, whereby the 
permutations of one may be varied at will 
and that of the other shifted in reverse. 
order thereto. 

8. A controller of the character described, 
£omprising, in combination, a disk having a 
plurality of a pertures and means operable 
for closing said apertures. 

9. A controller disk for cipher writing 
machines, provided with a plurality of con 
centric series of openings and means oper 
able for arbitrarily closing said openings, 
one face of said closing means being flush 
with the corresponding face of the disk. 

10. A controller disk for cipher writing 
machines provided with a series of apertures 
therein and removable plugs for closing any 
of said apertures to form a smooth surface 
upon the operative face of the disk where 
the plugs are inserted and means for retain 
ing said plugs in place when the device is operated. 

In testimony whereof, I have signed this 
specification in the presence of two subscrib 
ing witnesses, this 7th day of August, 1916. 

FREDERICK SEDGWCK. 
Witnesses: 

DAVID H. FLETCHER, 
HARRY IRWIN CroMER. 
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